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Rutile TiO2 (110) single crystals were doped with nitrogen by heating at 675 �C in flowing NH3 gas.

This caused a red shift in the band edge and an increase in visible region absorption. Nitrogen depth

profiles obtained using dynamic secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) could best be fitted by

assigning three distinct diffusion coefficients. X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) indicated the

presence of two surface nitrogen states with binding energies of 395.6 eV (substitutional N) and 399.8

eV (interstitial N). Angle resolved XPS measurements allowed us to link the XPS environments to the

SIMS diffusion profiles. Subsequent air annealing at 500 �C led to asymmetric diffusion of the

interstitial nitrogen into the bulk, removal of substitutional nitrogen into the gas phase, a decrease in

the concentration of Ti3+ and a blue shift in the band edge. These changes could be related to variation

in the optical band gap, and it was found that the principle cause of band gap narrowing was

substitutional rather than interstitial nitrogen.
Introduction

Nitrogen doped TiO2 is a promising material for catalysis of

visible light photochemical reactions, including mineralisation of

harmful pollutants1–5 and hydrogen production from water or

hydrocarbons.6 Photocatalysis involves photoexcitation of

a valence band electron into the conduction band. The resulting

excited electron and hole then go on to participate in redox

reactions on surface adsorbed molecules.7 Since photoexcitation

of the semiconductor is the key step in this process, the magni-

tude of the band gap is critical in determining the photon energy

necessary to induce photoactivity. Despite the apparent success

in fabricating visible light active photocatalyst materials by

nitrogen doping, the precise cause of the visible light response

and the exact nature of the active nitrogen dopants have not been

widely agreed upon, as highlighted by Thompson and Yates in

their recent review.8

It has been found in several experimental and theoretical

studies that in both common polymorphs of TiO2 (anatase and

rutile) nitrogen doping introduces filled N 2p states above the

TiO2 valence band maximum.1,9,10 Thus, nitrogen doping causes

band gap narrowing, and shifts the photocatalytic response of

TiO2 towards the visible region. However, there are some reports

to the contrary, i.e. band gap widening has been claimed to result

from N doping, especially in the rutile phase,11–14 and as such this

remains a contentious issue. A complicating factor is that

different forms of nitrogen dopant are known: nitrogen

substituting for a lattice oxide anion, NO, and interstitial

nitrogen atoms or molecules, Ni, as well as other forms, are

commonly reported, although their presence depends heavily

upon the fabrication method used.1,9,15–22 It remains a key

question to determine the effect of each of these nitrogen species

on the electronic structure and photocatalytic properties of the
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material. A second problematic area is that of the concentration

of N dopants. The low nitrogen dopant levels typically reported

in these studies would imply that the N 2p states are localised.

However, it has been found that visible light generated holes,

which are presumably located on these N 2p states, are mobile

enough to participate in surface redox chemistry, and hence

cause visible light photocatalysis.22

Difficulties in adequately characterising and understanding the

influence of dopants in polycrystalline samples of N doped TiO2

have hampered attempts to resolve these and other issues. This

has led some researchers to study the doping of single crystals of

TiO2,19,23 or of epitaxial TiO2 films grown by molecular beam

epitaxy.9,20–22 Such systems offer structural simplicity and allow

stronger conclusions to be drawn on structure–function rela-

tionships. In this vein, here we report a combined surface and

bulk study of N doped TiO2 single crystals using X-ray photo-

electron spectroscopy (XPS) and dynamic secondary ion mass

spectrometry (SIMS). While SIMS has previously been used to

observe the depth profiles of ion implanted nitrogen in TiO2,23 in

this study we focus in detail on nitrogen diffusion processes in N

doped TiO2 upon oxidation and reduction. Furthermore, we

have employed angle resolved XPS measurements to link

chemical environment information to the components of the

SIMS diffusion profiles, which has allowed us to determine the

diffusion behaviour of different N species. Finally, by measuring

changes to the band gap through UV/visible absorption spec-

troscopy, we have assessed the contribution to band gap nar-

rowing of substitutional and interstitial nitrogen dopants.

Experimental section

Commercial epi-polished rutile single crystals (PiKem Ltd.) were

cleaned ultrasonically in acetone, propan-2-ol, and Millipore

water. They were then heated in recrystallised alumina boats to

temperatures from 550 to 675 �C in air, and exposed to NH3 gas

with a flow rate of 200 cm3 min�1 for periods of time up to 80 min.
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Fig. 1 Top panel: UV/vis spectra of TiO2 (110) single crystals undoped

and annealed in NH3 at 550–675 �C for 80 min. Bottom panel: variation

in optical absorption intensity at l ¼ 580 nm (circles) and Tauc band gap

(diamonds) with annealing temperature.
After the required time had elapsed, samples were withdrawn

from the furnace at high temperature and cooled rapidly (<1

min) to room temperature in air by placing on a metal surface.

This quenching step was found to be essential to obtain repeat-

able results as will be described infra. Subsequent oxidation was

carried out by annealing samples in air at 500 �C. Subsequent

reduction was carried out by annealing samples at 750 �C in an

ultra high vacuum chamber with a base pressure of 10�9 mbar.

High resolution X-ray photoemission spectra (XPS) were

recorded in a Scienta ESCA 300 spectrometer located at Dares-

bury Laboratory, UK, which incorporated a rotating anode Al

Ka (hn¼ 1486.6 eV) X-ray source. The X-ray source was run with

200 mA emission current and 14 kV anode bias, while the ana-

lyser operated at 150 eV pass energy with 0.8 mm slits. Gaussian

convolution of the analyser resolution with a line width of 260

meV for the monochromated X-ray source gives an effective

instrument resolution of 400 meV.

Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) was carried out

using a Cameca IMS 3f SIMS instrument located at Lough-

borough Surface Analysis Ltd. A 14.5 kV Cs+ primary ion beam

was used and negative secondary ions were measured. Titanium

depth profiles were measured as the matrix standard using the

anion of the principle isotope (48Ti). Since it is not possible to

detect N� due to the negative electron affinity of N, nitrogen

profiles were measured using the 16O14N anionic fragment.
48Ti14N is unsuitable for quantification of N concentrations due

to interference from 46Ti16O whilst 46Ti14N gave a very low ion

yield. After SIMS analysis the crater depths were measured with

a Dektak 6M profilometer in order to produce an absolute depth

scale.

UV/visible absorption spectra were measured using an SLS

Libra S6 spectrometer. All optical spectra were taken with the

sample at room temperature.
Results

UV/visible spectroscopy

The UV/visible absorption spectrum of a rutile TiO2 single

crystal is typical of a wide band gap semiconductor. There is

a region of strong absorption at photon energies above the band

gap energy and low absorption throughout the remainder of the

visible region. The fundamental interband transition is direct,24

and its energy can be obtained from the absorption edge using

Tauc’s method.25 The band gap of undoped TiO2 was measured

in this way as 2.98 eV, in good agreement with the widely

established value of 3.06 eV.

TiO2 crystals were heated for 80 min in flowing ammonia gas

(flow rate 0.2 L min�1) at 550 �C, 600 �C and 675 �C. Heating in

ammonia induced two changes in the spectrum, as shown in

Fig. 1. Firstly, there is an increase in absorption in the visible

region and toward the infrared cutoff of the spectrometer at 800

nm, corresponding to the presence of Ti3+, i.e. the reduction of

TiO2.26 Greater visible region absorption was observed at higher

annealing temperatures, indicating a greater degree of reduction.

Secondly, there was a small red shift in the absorption edge. This

band gap narrowing increased with increasing annealing

temperature, the greatest change being seen in the sample

annealed at 675 �C, in which the Tauc optical band gap fell to
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2.94 eV. The narrowing of the band gap has been previously

assigned to the presence of N 2p states above the TiO2 valence

band maximum.9,27

Subsequent oxidation experiments were carried out on the

sample annealed in ammonia at 675 �C. The sample was

annealed in air at 500 �C, and this treatment led to a decrease in

the visible region optical absorption, signifying the oxidation of

Ti3+ back to Ti4+ (Fig. 2). Initially there was a further red shift of

the band gap, reaching a minimum of 2.91 eV, and then on yet

further annealing a blue shift of the band gap was observed,

reaching a maximum of 2.97 eV. This is close to the band gap of

the original undoped crystal.
X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

Photoelectron spectra were taken on the sample annealed in

ammonia at 675 �C for 80 min and again on the same sample

after a subsequent 10 min of air annealing at 500 �C. In order to

probe the depth distribution of the nitrogen species, X-ray

photoelectron spectra were taken using normal emission geom-

etry (90� take off angle) and grazing emission geometry (10� take

off angle). Spectra taken at grazing emission angles have a shal-

lower sampling depth, as the photoelectron escape distance is

d(sin q), where d is the sampling depth at normal emission and q

is the take off angle. Thus by taking spectra at different emission

angles, depth profile information can be obtained.

The N 1s core lines recorded at 90� and 10� are shown in Fig. 3.

The spectra are fitted with Voigt functions and are normalised to

the Ti 2p3/2 core line; the O 1s core line was not used for
J. Mater. Chem., 2009, 19, 8418–8425 | 8419



Fig. 2 Top panel: UV/vis spectra of a TiO2 (110) single crystal annealed

in NH3 at 675 �C for 80 min (top spectrum) and subsequently annealed in

air (lower spectra). Middle panel: changes in the visible light absorption

intensity at l ¼ 580 nm. Bottom panel: Tauc band gap of a TiO2 (110)

crystal annealed in NH3 at 675 �C (t < 0) and subsequently in air (t > 0).

Dotted line shows the band gap of the undoped TiO2 single crystal.

Fig. 3 X-Ray photoemission spectra of the N 1s core line taken before

and after the air annealing step at take off angles of 10� (top panel) and

90� (bottom panel). For comparison, spectra are normalised to the Ti 2p3/

2 core line (not shown). Data are shown as points and curve fittings,

discussed in the text, are shown as solid lines.
normalisation as substitutional doping of N for O is possible.19

Before the air annealing step, two N 1s components are observed

at a 90� take off angle, with binding energies of 399.8 eV and

395.6 eV and relative peak areas 1.3 : 1. At 10� take off angle,

four components are observed, with binding energies of 401.8 eV,

399.8 eV, 396.3 eV and 395.6 eV and relative area ratio 1 : 8 : 12 :

38. The enhancement of the peak area of the component at 395.6

eV compared to that at 399.8 eV in the grazing angle spectrum

signifies that the N environment associated with the 395.6 eV

peak is more confined to the region very near to the surface. The

appearance of the 401.8 eV and 396.3 eV peaks only in the

grazing angle spectrum shows that these environments are highly

confined to the surface, and are possibly surface adsorbed

species. After air annealing, the spectrum taken at both 90� and

10� take off angle showed that the peak at 399.8 eV had almost

entirely vanished, and there was also reduction in intensity in the

peak at 395.6 eV. A peak at 396.3 eV was not detected after air

annealing.
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The identity of the N environment associated with a N 1s peak

at 397.1–395.6 eV is widely regarded as substitutional nitrogen

located on an oxygen lattice site (NO).1,9,19–22 The variation in

binding energy within this range can be explained by variation in

the oxygen to nitrogen ratio, with the N 1s peak appearing at

397.1 eV in TiN,28,29 and shifting to lower binding energies with

greater oxidation.29–31 Therefore, we assign our observed peak at

395.6 eV to substitutional nitrogen, and it is this environment

that is the more surface confined. By comparison of the N 1s

(395.6 eV) and O 1s peak areas, adjusted with suitable sensitivity

factors, the proportion of lattice anion sites occupied by substi-

tutional N was calculated. Using the spectra taken at 90� take off

angle it was found that 0.8% of lattice anion sites were occupied

by N. Using the spectra taken at 10� take off angle, which are

considerably more surface sensitive, it was calculated that 5.5%

of the lattice anions sites were occupied by N.

Environments with N 1s binding energies from 399–401 eV

have been variously ascribed to surface adsorbed NO,32 bulk

interstitial NO2�,33 interstitial N2,20 and interstitial N.16–18

Perhaps most relevant to this study, Diwald et al. observed a N 1s

peak at 399.6 eV when they similarly treated TiO2 (110) with

NH3, and they assigned this environment to interstitial NHx.19

Our observed peak at 399.8 eV is very likely to be of the same

origin, although we have no evidence for or against the presence

of N–H bonds. We will denote the interstitial nitrogen species

corresponding to our observed peak at 399.8 eV as Ni, without

making a specific claim as to its exact nature at this stage. The

environment with a N 1s binding energy of 396.3 eV is highly

surface confined, and is most likely a surface adsorbed species. It

matches closely with chemisorbed atomic N, reported with N 1s
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009



Fig. 4 X-Ray photoemission spectra of the Ti 2p3/2 core line recorded at

take off angles of 10� (solid line) and 90� (dashed line). The peaks are

normalised to the sum of the O 1s and N 1s (395.6 eV) peaks, and the

difference is shown by the lower solid line.

Fig. 5 Dynamic SIMS depth profiles of TiO2 single crystals annealed in

NH3 for 80 min at 550 �C, 600 �C and 675 �C. The 16O14N ion intensity

varies with depth. The 48Ti ion intensity is invariant after 3 nm of etching.
binding energy of 396 eV, or possibly strongly chemisorbed N2,

reported with a binding energy of 397.5 eV.29,34 Similarly, the

environment with a N 1s binding energy of 401.8 eV is also likely

to be surface adsorbed, and its binding energy greater than that

found in elemental N (400 eV) suggests that it corresponds to

a NOx species, possibly adsorbed NO.15

The Ti 2p3/2 core lines recorded at 90� and 10� are shown in

Fig. 4. The spectra are normalised to the sum of the O 1s and the

N 1s (395.6 eV) peaks—i.e. the lattice anions—accounting for

atomic sensitivity factors. At 90� emission the spectrum can be

fitted with a single peak at 458.6 eV corresponding to Ti4+. At 10�

emission, a shoulder on the low binding energy side of the peak is

clearly visible, and it can be seen from the difference spectrum

that intensity has been transferred from the main peak at 458.6

eV to this shoulder. This feature has been assigned previously by

our group and others as Ti4+ octahedrally surrounded by

a combination of OO and NO lattice anions.9,10 This result rein-

forces the conclusion that NO is the more surface segregated

nitrogen species, as Ti bonded to NO is seen only in the grazing

angle photoemission spectrum.
Fig. 6 Fitted SIMS curves of N diffusion into TiO2 measured using the
16O14N fragment normalised to the matrix 48Ti signal. Top panels show

experimental diffusion profile (points) fitted with two diffusion profiles

(DA and DB, solid lines), and a constant background component, with the

resulting sum also shown. The diffusion coefficients for DA and DB were

obtained from the inset diffusion plot. The residual shows the presence of

a third diffusion profile (DC), which is added to the fit in the bottom

panels, giving excellent agreement with the experimental data.
Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS)

Dynamic SIMS depth profiles of the TiO2 crystals treated with

ammonia at 550 �C, 600 �C and 675 �C are shown in Fig. 5.

Increasing amounts of N are present with increasing NH3

annealing temperature, in accordance with the UV/visible spec-

troscopy results. In each case, the 16O14N signal decreased with

increasing depth, reaching what appeared to be a baseline of

around 102 counts. The nitrogen diffusion profile of the TiO2

crystal treated in ammonia at 675 �C for 80 min (shown in Fig. 5)

was fitted using the following procedure (shown in Fig. 6). The
16O14N signal was normalised to the 48Ti matrix, which is invariant

after approximately 3 nm of etching. The initial variation in 48Ti

represents a region of surface contamination on the samples which

had been handled and stored in air. The diffusion of a thin film into

a semi-infinite substrate is described by a solution of Fick’s law:35

cðx; tÞ ¼ c0erfc

�
x

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dt
p

�
(1)

where c(x, t) is the species concentration at depth x and time t, c0

is the concentration at the surface at t ¼ 0, and D is the diffusion
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coefficient. The function erfc(x) is the complimentary error

function of x. A diffusion plot of x2 vs. ln(ion yield) is typically

used to determine diffusion coefficients, and such a plot reveals

two distinct straight line segments (inset, Fig. 6), with diffusion
Fig. 7 SIMS depth profiles of N diffusion into TiO2 (110). Depth

profiles are shown after 80 min of annealing in NH3 (top panel) and after

subsequent 120 min and 1400 min of annealing in air (second and third

panel). Two components of the nitrogen depth profile (identified as Ni,

see text) migrate from the surface to the bulk during this treatment. One

component (identified as NO, see text) remains at the surface and

decreases in intensity, and is undetected at the longest annealing time.

The matrix signal from 48Ti is unchanged. Bottom panel: the change in

the depth of the N concentration maximum upon air annealing up to

120 min.
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coefficients calculated from the line gradients as DA ¼ 4.50 �
10�7 mm2 s�1 and DB ¼ 2.53 � 10�8 mm2 s�1. These two values

were used to model diffusion curves using eqn (1), and these were

fitted to the experimental diffusion profile, with an additional

constant baseline of 102 counts, and the fit optimised through

a least squares method as shown in Fig. 4. The residual plot

distinctly shows the presence of a third diffusion profile, which

was duly added to the model and optimised, and found to have

the diffusion coefficient DC ¼ 9.50 � 10�9 mm2 s�1. The compo-

nents of the diffusion profile with coefficients DA, DB and DC as

given above will be referred to as components A, B, and C,

respectively.

Annealing the sample in air at 500 �C in steps of 10 min and

repeating SIMS analysis after each step revealed a striking

change in the nitrogen depth profile, shown in Fig. 7. A signifi-

cant fraction of the N dopant derived from the components A

and B migrated from the surface into the bulk, to give

a concentration maximum no longer located at the surface. The

depth of the N concentration maximum increased with

increasing air annealing time, reaching a depth of 47 nm after 120

min of air annealing. A small local maximum of N concentration

remained at the surface, which could correspond to component

C, although the intensity of the N signal had lessened signifi-

cantly, perhaps due to escape of the N containing species from

the surface. After 1400 min of air annealing, the depth of the

nitrogen concentration maximum increased to 59 nm. The

intensity of this SIMS peak had not decreased appreciably from

that observed immediately after NH3 annealing, but had

broadened slightly. The local maximum at the surface, corre-

sponding to component C, was not observed after 1400 min of air

annealing. Throughout annealing, the 48Ti matrix signal

remained unchanged within instrumental error.
Discussion

The diffusion profiles measured by SIMS and their behaviour

after air annealing can be matched to the nitrogen environments

observed by XPS. There are two N main environments observed

in XPS, corresponding to substitutional N, denoted NO, and

some form of interstitial N, denoted Ni. A third and fourth

environment, seen at binding energies of 401.8 eV and 396.3 eV,

are highly localised at the surface and match very well with

surface adsorbed species, so we can disregard these components

in the discussion of diffusion in the bulk material. It was

observed by XPS that prior to air annealing, NO was more

surface confined than Ni, and that after air annealing, the

intensity of the Ni environment was reduced to almost zero,

whereas the NO environment was also reduced in intensity, but

a measurable amount remained. From this information, NO can

be matched to the SIMS component C. This component having

the smallest diffusion coefficient (DC¼ 9.50� 10�9 mm2 s�1) is the

most surface confined. On air annealing, this component remains

on the surface, unlike components A and B, but reduces in

intensity. This is exactly the behaviour of the NO peak seen in the

photoelectron spectra. Components A and B are therefore

assigned as Ni, as these are less surface confined (have greater

diffusion coefficients) than NO, and diffuse into the bulk on air

annealing, beyond the probing depth of XPS analysis (around 10

nm), and so vanish from the photoelectron spectra. The fact that
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009



both components A and B are affected in the same way by air

annealing supports their joint assignment as Ni, but the question

remains as to why two separate diffusion coefficients, DA and DB,

are observed. As annealing of TiO2 single crystals creates

a disordered surface region,12 these two coefficients could

correspond to slower volume diffusion and faster grain boundary

diffusion.36 This would imply that the disordered region created

by the NH3 annealing process is at least 200 nm in thickness,

since this is the depth to which the grain boundary diffusion

profile penetrates.

It is not possible to obtain an internal (i.e. non-surface)

concentration maximum for a species diffusing from the surface

along a concentration gradient as described by Fick’s law, and so

a more complex mechanism for Ni diffusion must be at work.

The observation that the surface to bulk diffusion of Ni occurred

on annealing in air at 500 �C but did not occur during annealing

in ammonia at 675 �C points to a mechanism driven by surface

oxidation. In order to investigate this process further, a sample

which had been air annealed for 120 min and had a N concen-

tration maximum at a depth of 47 nm was reduced by annealing

in ultra high vacuum (10�9 mbar) at 750 �C for 1 h. The objective

of this treatment was to cause surface reduction of TiO2.37,38 The

SIMS depth profile of the sample after reduction (Fig. 8) showed

that the depth of the N concentration maximum had decreased to

41 nm, i.e. Ni had diffused back towards the surface upon

reduction.

It has therefore been established that Ni diffuses into the bulk

upon surface oxidation and diffuses towards the surface upon

surface reduction. The nature of the nitrogen defects in N doped

TiO2 will now be considered, followed by a discussion of the

possible causes for their diffusion behaviour. Electron para-

magnetic resonance measurements have shown that Ni and NO

defects in TiO2 are largely diamagnetic.13,14 This implies that NO

must carry a 3� charge, since N2� and N� are both paramagnetic.

If Ni exists as a monatomic ion, then it too must bear a 3� charge

in order to be diamagnetic. However, Di Valentin et al. have

found through theoretical treatments that Ni within rutile

channels closely binds to lattice oxygen, and they suggest that Ni

might be described as NO molecules on oxygen lattice sites, here

denoted (NO)O.11 In this case the requirement for diamagnetism
Fig. 8 SIMS 16O14N depth profile showing N diffusion into TiO2 (110)

after 120 min of air annealing and after subsequent reduction by

annealing in ultra high vacuum at 750 �C for 1 h. Vertical lines show the

depths of the concentration maxima. The reduction causes migration of

Ni from the bulk towards the surface.
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means that (NO)O should carry a 3� charge, as NO2� and NO�

are paramagnetic. Using Kroger–Vink notation, the diamagnetic

substitutional nitrogen defect can be written as N0O while the

monatomic interstitial nitrogen defect is N%i and the alternative

diatomic form is (NO)0O. The principle native point defects

found in reduced TiO2�x are Ti0Ti, VOcc and Tiiccc.
35,37–40 Of the

native cationic defects, at equilibrium and at experimentally

attainable partial pressures of oxygen, VOcc is significantly more

abundant than Tiiccc, although the latter is known to be more

mobile, and is primarily responsible for the bulk assisted

oxidation of surface reduced TiO2 in vacuo.37 The stoichiometries

of nitrogen doped TiO2 can be stated by balancing defect

charges. Assuming the concentration of Tiiccc to be small, charge

neutrality requires that:

2[VOcc] ¼ [N0O] + 3[N%i] + [Ti0Ti] (2)

for the case of a monatomic Ni defect, or if Di Valentin’s model is

used for the interstitial nitrogen defect:

2[VOcc] ¼ [N0O] + [(NO)0O] + [Ti0Ti] (3)

Thus if the overall stoichiometry of the material is expressed as

TiO2�x(NO)y(Ni)z then:

x $
3

2
ðyþ zÞ (4)

for the case of a monatomic Ni defect. The inequality in the

above equation arises due to the possible presence of Ti0Ti. Using

Di Valentin’s model of a diatomic interstitial nitrogen defect, the

relation becomes:

x $
3

2
yþ 1

2
z (5)

The oxidation of bulk reduced TiO2 in air represents the

movement of Tiiccc and VOcc from the bulk to the surface where

they are consumed, while the reduction of TiO2 represents the

movement of these defects in the opposite direction.41,42 The

diffusion of anionic nitrogen defects into the bulk upon oxida-

tion in air may be due to the surface region becoming depleted of

cationic defects (Tiiccc, VOcc) making diffusion of nitrogen into

the bulk favourable through electrostatic attraction. Under this

hypothesis, it would be assumed that N0O, which is observed to

remain on the surface, is incapable of diffusing to the bulk in the

same way as interstitial nitrogen as it is less mobile.

Alternatively, it is possible that movement of either Tiiccc or

VOcc becomes correlated with the movement of Ni to the bulk, i.e.

there is cooperative movement of Ni and native TiO2 defects in

opposite directions. Such a mechanism has been proposed by

Sanz et al., who recently carried out a DFT study on N doped

rutile TiO2 and suggested that diffusion of VO from the bulk to

the surface may occur synchronously with the diffusion of NO to

the bulk.18 In fact we have found that it is Ni that undergoes

surface to bulk diffusion. If interstitial nitrogen is considered as

(NO)O then it can be seen that cooperative diffusion of VO and

(NO)O through the vacancy mechanism might occur, however,

a new question then arises: why does N0O not also diffuse via this

mechanism, instead of remaining on the surface as observed

experimentally? It is perhaps more likely that diffusion of Ni is
J. Mater. Chem., 2009, 19, 8418–8425 | 8423



correlated with that of the mobile Tiiccc defect, although further

study is required before a definitive answer can be given.

The decrease in both the XPS and the SIMS signals associated

with NO with air annealing points to the removal of NO from the

surface, probably as gaseous NOx species; it has been calculated

that substitutional N is thermodynamically unstable with respect

to removal into the gas phase in this way, and also that Ni is more

stable than NO under oxygen rich conditions.11 It is unknown

from this work whether Ni is stable with respect to removal into

the gas phase, or whether its removal is prevented by its diffusion

to the bulk.

In the light of the above discussion, the changes in the band

gap, which is critical to photocatalytic performance, can be

considered. We found that the band gap falls on annealing in

ammonia, and we attribute this to creation of filled N 2p derived

states above the top of the valence band in agreement with

others.9,27 However, there are some experimental and theoretical

reports of the band gap of rutile TiO2 increasing on N doping,12–14

and this is at odds with our findings. However, the decreases in

band gap that we have measured are small, and the concentration

of nitrogen in the samples reported here is greater than in some of

these other works. On air annealing, the band gap falls further

during the first 20 min, before increasing again and plateauing

after 400 min at 2.97 eV, 0.01 eV below the value measured for

the undoped crystal. Thus after long periods of air annealing, the

absorption spectrum of the samples was very similar to undoped

TiO2. However, it is known from the SIMS data (Fig. 7) that

a significant amount of Ni is present in the bulk even after 1400

min of air annealing, while NO is removed into the gas phase by

air annealing. It can therefore be stated that the presence of bulk

Ni has very little effect on the band gap of rutile TiO2, causing

a negligible band gap decrease, around 0.01 eV. This strongly

suggests that the band gap narrowing observed is due almost

entirely to NO, as has been suggested by others.9,23 The increase

in the band gap on extended air annealing can thus be satisfac-

torily explained by the loss of NO from the surface, which was

observed by both XPS and SIMS. The total band gap decrease

caused by NO was determined to be 0.06 eV, and it can thus be

concluded that the NO derived electronic states are situated

around 0.06 eV above the TiO2 valence band maximum.

Furthermore, the slight initial decrease in the band gap at the

start of the air annealing procedure might be associated with

spatial separation of the Ni and NO dopants.
Conclusions

Through a combined SIMS and XPS study, bulk diffusion

phenomena in N doped TiO2 (110) have been studied. As

observed by XPS, two N containing species are present in N

doped TiO2 produced by annealing in NH3. Following Diwald

et al.19 and others, we have assigned these environments as

substitutional and interstitial nitrogen. Using dynamic SIMS we

observed a surface to bulk diffusion of the interstitial nitrogen

species, Ni, upon oxidation of the sample, and the reverse

movement upon subsequent reduction. Meanwhile, on heating in

air the substitutional dopant, NO, was removed into the gas

phase. The identification of the species of N dopant allowed their

contribution to the band gap narrowing to be determined. The

presence of bulk Ni has very little effect on the band gap of rutile
8424 | J. Mater. Chem., 2009, 19, 8418–8425
TiO2, and this leads to the conclusion that NO is the cause of the

band gap reduction which is crucial for visible light photo-

catalysis. The unusual and differing diffusion behaviour of two

types of N dopant means that the precise method used for sample

preparation and processing might have a significant effect on the

dopant distribution, and thus thermal history of a sample may

heavily impact photocatalytic performance. This may go some

way to explaining the difficulties thus far in ascertaining the exact

role of the N dopant in visible light photocatalysis.
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